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Transforming lives through outdoor activities since 1985

PROJECT DELTA
New facilities to enhance and sustain our life-changing
work with all ages, abilities and backgrounds

LIFE TO
THE FULL
For 35 years, CYE has nurtured
and inspired positive change
in young lives through wellmanaged, challenging activity,
leading to greater confidence,
joy, resilience and hope.e.
Our bold, inclusive vision
needs your support to leap into
the next 35 years and beyond.

A GENERATION
IN NEED
Research by The Prince’s Trust
shows a growing mental health
crisis in young people, with 1 in
5 having experienced suicidal
thoughts. However, research by
Learning Outside the Classroom
also shows that outdoor
activities and learning new skills
positively impacts children and
young people’s mental and
physical health.
Can you help us make outdoor
activities accessible for more
children & young people?

3000 +

guests per year

150 +

young leaders
trained since 1985

CHRISTIAN YOUTH ENTERPRISES

Christian Youth Enterprises Sailing Centre. Registered charity number 293781

Transforming lives through outdoor activities since 1985
From humble beginnings in 1985, CYE’s beautiful site in Chichester Harbour has developed into an established, respected and flourishing hub of outdoor adventurous
activities, education, youthwork and training for thousands of children, young people
and young adults every year.
We run professional, challenging and high quality residential stays for primary and
secondary schools. Throughout the year, we also provide events for 8 - 18 year olds
including adventure camps, sailing & kayaking courses, activity days and families
weekends. We partner with disability groups to enable all children and young people
to have access to outdoor activities on a regular basis.
In 2011 we raised funds and commissioned our bespoke, 50-berth accommodation
vessel, TS Resolute, which enabled an uplift in scope, professionalism and quality to
what we were able to offer. Our capacity grew and our season extended through the
winter. This has increased the number of children and young people we work with
by 40%.
Now our land facilities are in need of a step-change to match.
Through a timely and significant donation, and subsequent support from CYE’s wide
network, the prospect of meeting the needs of our now expanded work became
possible.
We need your help to complete this exciting plan and make an
impact that will last a lifetime.

THE STORY SO FAR...
The work of CYE is unique
Our training programme for young leaders, our creative approach to adventurous activity, our proactive nurturing of volunteers, and our development of a loving, inclusive environment are the perfect
mix for over 3000 young people of all abilities and backgrounds to make leaps forward in their social,
mental, spiritual and physical development every year. We ensure irresistible experiences, gentle challenges and a supportive team combine to give the next generation a stable platform to jump off. The
ripples of positive change now extend into the tens of thousands.
“For the last seven years, I have enjoyed being part of CYE and all they do; from my
first camp when I was eight to now being a Young Gun and volunteer. I have had so
many opportunities to learn and grow, surrounded by amazing people who encourage and inspire me.” Emma Turner, aged 15
The impact of this work is life-long. Schoolchildren return to the classroom changed, inspired
and hopeful. Families become more united. Many young people return annually on events, or as
volunteers, deepening skills and consolidating growth. Many return as trainee leaders and pass
on their learning to the next generation. Due to CYE’s holistic approach over many years, hundreds of adults now cite their experiences at CYE as fundamental to their current role, impact and
worldview.

Project Delta: A dramatic improvement at the right time
As this work has developed, the much-loved Enterprise building, built by volunteers over 30 years
ago, has become unfit for purpose. The accommodation for our onsite staff and the changing areas for young people no longer meet the minimum standards expected. The greater capacity and
versatility of TS Resolute and the subsequent increases in our events, activity team and season,
mean we have outgrown the small structure.
In 2018, a substantial gift from a visionary donor fired up a project with a singular vision: to significantly improve and expand the changing, drying, workshop and staff accommodation areas
through a new high-quality facility. Project Delta was conceived: a purpose-built solution that will
meet the growing demand for our work for many decades to come.

Our children
become so much
more self-assured
following their time
at CYE. That is
down to the staff’s
commitment,
attention to detail,
encouragement
and enthusiasm
Adam Warner, Assistant
Head Master at Hoe
Bridge school who has
brought 60 year 6 children
on residential trips for the
past 5 years

“

“

PROJECT DELTA
Design-led solutions
Project Delta offers the opportunity to navigate the complex challenges
of our site and operations, while also greatly improving inclusivity,
sustainability and environmental impact. As such, the design:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improves disabled access significantly
Promotes high safeguarding standards
Significantly reduces the carbon footprint through renewable energies
Reduces water use through rain-water harvesting
Improves quality of living for onsite trainee staff
Improves the storage systems for equipment and protective clothing
Harmonises with the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Uses materials sympathetic to the surrounding area

IRRESISTIBLE FACILITIES FOR ALL
“Our relationship with CYE spans a decade and is invaluable to us.
Together we have carefully honed activities to suit the needs of our
children and young people for our weekly sessions and year-round
events. Many of our families are unable to go away on holiday and
instead use CYE days and weekends as their family break, where they
are supported by PACSO and CYE staff to create memories that last a
lifetime.
However, children and families have commented that the current
changing facilities are below par and impractical to use safely for
those with wheelchairs or mobility difficulties. Improvements to the
changing facilities would help us to welcome even more families to
our joint events and help those families who are most marginalized in
society to be included and take part in activities that other families can
easily enjoy together.”
Emma Kennedy, PACSO CEO

We have been involved with CYE for
over 20 years as volunteers, parents
of campers and as youth leaders.
CYE has an always demonstrated
outstanding care, creativity, leadership, training and support for young
people. Over the years, we have
seen the huge impact on young
lives – providing security, confidence building, skills training and
new friendships.
James & Kirsty Baker

“

“

“

“

Visually striking plans… unique
whilst still holding traditional
building design characteristics, a
fitting design within the AONB
Chichester Harbour Conservancy

A greener and greener journey

Our accommodation vessel TS Resolute was equipped with cutting-edge technologies in solar and
ground-source heat, making a huge environmental step in the right direction. Building on this, our new
facility will make use of mechanical ventilation heat-recovery, further solar energy & ground-source heating as well as very high insulation standards to continue reducing our carbon footprint.

More of what we do best

Our staff and volunteers are upheld frequently as crucial to the positive impact CYE has. We want to take
care of these hard-working young adults as they learn how to become the leaders of tomorrow. While
functional, the improved team accommodation promotes better work-life balance and greater opportunity to develop essential skills when living away from home for the first time. The improvements to volunteer facilities will provide much-needed capacity and flexibility for this diverse and dedicated team.
The design also supports improvements in cleaning, drying and storing essential clothing worn by young
people on water activities and rescue craft. These and other efficiencies will reduce running costs and
allow more capacity for positive interactions between staff and young people.

GROUND FLOOR:

Workshop
& boat
maintenance
area

Storage for all
guest kit

Changing area(s)
Flexible to size of group
& suitable for all mobility
needs

A firm, supportive base

Project Delta has continued unabated throughout the recent pandemic. This has been possible due to
CYE’s broad and committed group
of supporters responding emphatically to our appeal for support.
One-off donations increased 350%
in 2020; regular donations greatly increased and continue to do
so. Thus, despite the loss of over
a year’s fee income, the financial
needs of the Centre are covered
until normal operations can resume.
View of our new facilities nestled behind our jetty and residential barge T S Resolute

FIRST FLOOR:

Staff accomodation
inc. bedrooms,
bathrooms, kitchen
& communal area,
utility room and
separate front door

Multi-purpose room
for briefing, training and meetings

Staff and
volunteer kit
storage, pegs,
lockers and
changing area

THE FINAL PUSH

The projected final cost of Project Delta is £1,375,000

So far, £976,000 has been raised through the original donation, subsequent supporters and gift
aid.

The anticipated need therefore is just under £400,000

We will need a clear line of sight of the majority of this target, through grants, donations and
pledges, before committing to the initial building contract in summer 2021. Construction is intended for the winter of 2021/22, limiting disruption, with a desired completion date of April 2022.

Can you help us grow our vision?

(COMPLETE)
• Principal Sponsor
funding committed
• Design funding
from supporters
• Development of
brief & concept
plans
• Initial surveys
• Consultations with
stakeholders

PHASE 2

(COMPLETE)
• Final design confirmation
• Refine anticipated
costs
• Remaining
surveys
• Planning Application submission

PHASE 3
• Planning approval
• Fundraising for
final costs
• Logistics for
continued operations during
construction.

PHASE 4
• Construction
• Staged assimilation into the new
facility

“

I cannot thank your great team enough
for the most fantastic 2 days my son had.
Due to the coronavirus he has missed
out on so much and his confidence had
deteriorated, the bursary award was
much needed. He had so much fun
and the staff built his confidence when
he was nervous doing a few things. He
almost burst with excitement telling me
all the fun things that he had done.
It was a joy to hear.
Parent of Summer 2020 guest

“

PHASE 1

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
INTEREST IN PROJECT DELTA
WE HOPE YOU ARE ABLE TO SUPPORT US IN
THIS NEW AND EXCITING VENTURE
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